Hierarchical role of fetuin-A and acidic serum proteins in the formation and stabilization of calcium phosphate particles.
The serum protein fetuin-A is a potent systemic inhibitor of soft tissue calcification. Fetuin-A is highly effective in the formation and stabilization of protein-mineral colloids, referred to as calciprotein particles (CPPs). These particles ripen in vitro in a two-step process, indicated by a morphological conversion from spheres to larger prolate ellipsoids. Using a combined light scattering and electron microscopic imaging approach we determined that the second-stage particles resulted from a highly anisotropic outgrowth of the first-stage particles. Electron microscopy of ascites fluid from a patient with calcifying peritonitis revealed particles reminiscent of secondary CPPs. Thus, CPPs form in the body and undergo the two-step ripening at least in pathological conditions. Unlike in vitro generated CPPs, ascites-derived CPPs contained little fetuin-A but large amounts of albumin. This prompted us to study the role of fetuin-A combined with other serum proteins in CPP formation. Fetuin-A was indispensable for primary CPP formation. Albumin and acidic proteins in general greatly enhanced the fetuin-A triggered formation of secondary CPPs and, thus, substituted substantial amounts of fetuin-A without loss of inhibition of calcium phosphate precipitation. Thus, direct mineral deposition from solute in the body is unlikely even at low fetuin-A serum levels as long as sufficient bulk acidic protein is available. Collectively fetuin-A and other acidic bulk plasma proteins may be considered as mineral chaperones mediating the stabilization, safe transport, and clearance in the body of calcium and phosphate as colloidal complexes, thus, preventing ectopic calcification.